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NAVIGATION

1 SATMAP ACTIVE 20 £480  
(WITH 1:50,000 OS GB MAPPING)
Navigate yourself into the 21st century 
with this do-it-all GPS device. Its water- 
and shockproof design gives a durable 
and hill-ready feel, while a huge 3.5in 
touchscreen displays OS maps in high-
res clarity. Other features include an 
electronic compass, an altimeter, route 
planning and map orientation. And at 
312g (inc. battery), it doesn’t feel as bulky 
as you might expect. Sold as a bundle 
with various OS map options.

 VERDICT   A serious GPS device 
designed for serious hill-goers.

2 SLOPE ANGEL V1.0 £19
Quickly gauge the angle of any mountain 
slope in order to assess the risk of an 
avalanche with this tiny but potentially 
life-saving inclinometer. Designed by  
the cleverly-named company Slope 
Angel, the 30g device will also read  
air temperature – another vital factor  
in identifying avalanche hazard. 

 VERDICT  An important mountain  
safety tool, especially for frequent 
winter hillwalkers.

3 SHAVEN RASPBERRY  
NAVIGATOR PACK £15
Navigate on the hill like a pro with this 
pack of assorted nav accessories. The 
bundle includes a grid reference tool 
(1:25k, 1:40k and 1:50k), a timing card,  
an emergency call card, a slope angle 
and contour tool, 1.2m length paracord 
and 10 pacing toggles. 

 VERDICT   A handy toolkit to aid  
micro-navigation on the hill.

4 HARVEY MAPS & OS MAPS 
PRINTED MAPS £6.50-£16.50
Whether or not you carry a GPS device, a 
printed map is always an essential on the 
hill. We’re spoilt in the UK with superb 
mapping, and personal preference will 
determine if you use Harvey or OS maps. 
Harvey Maps are waterproof as standard 
and often you’ll need just one map sheet 
for an area, while OS maps provide an 
unrivalled level of detail and many will  
be more accustomed to their style.  
Both offer digital mapping services.

SCALE (HARVEY) 
1:12,500, 1:25,000, 1:40,000
SCALE (OS) 1:25,000, 1:50,000

 VERDICT  Regardless of what side  
of the Harvey/Ordnance Survey  
fence you fall down on, don’t go  
on the hill without a printed map.

5 TREKMATES  
TWIN SEAL MAP CASE £12
While many printed maps are now 
available in a protective waterproof 
coating, they aren’t as easy to fold into 
a tailored shape as the original paper 
maps. This fact brings in the need for a 
trusty map case. This one by Trekmates 
features secure double-locking seals, 
fits A4 maps and allows visibility of four 
OS map panels, plus you can tether  
it to your pack to ensure it doesn’t  
blow away in high winds.

 VERDICT  A very worthwhile investment 
for users of traditional paper maps.

6 SUUNTO 
M-3 NH COMPASS £35
The humble compass should always  
be the first item packed into your 
rucksack for every hill walk, and this 
Suunto is a fail-safe classic. With  
metric and imperial scales, luminous 
markings for use in low light, easily 
adjustable declination for true north  
and a magnifying lens in the baseplate, 
this compass has all you need. Note,  
this compass is balanced for use  
in the northern hemisphere.

 VERDICT  An essential,  
must-have piece of hill kit.

7 GARMIN  
FENIX 5 SMARTWATCH £450
For the gadget geeks among you, the 
Fenix 5 may just be the ultimate outdoor 
watch. It’d be quicker to list what this 
techy timepiece can’t do, but some of 
what it can includes measuring heart 
rate; revealing where you are and 
where you’ve been via GPS; gauging 
temperature, air pressure and altitude; 
displaying your phone’s texts and  
emails, and so on. The battery can  
last up to two weeks, while it feels  
light, sleek and sexy on the wrist.

 VERDICT  Want an outdoor smartwatch 
that does it all? This is it.

8 VIEWRANGER APP FREE,  
OR £25 PER YEAR WITH PREMIUM 
OS MAPPING SUBSCRIPTION
Turn your smartphone into a powerful 
GPS device with the ViewRanger app. 
Available to install for free, this app 
allows users to plan and plot routes or 
discover pre-set ones, download OS 
maps for offline use, access maps from 
over 20 countries worldwide, and identify 
surrounding landscape features with the 
augmented reality Skyline feature. 

 VERDICT  A free, fully-equipped 
navigation aid on your phone.
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